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CASE STUDY

“Revoluton Arts
broadened my horizons”
We’re Revoluton Arts, A
Community Interest Company
(CIC). Through our training
programmes and opportunities
we support young people like
Tiarnan to develop their creative
skills and confidence.

Tiarnan, 24
Tiarnan is an actor, writer and Young Digital
Associate. With his first-class presenting skills
and digital expertise, he brought his A-game to our
lockdown events programme, Digital Revoluton. He
writes how his work with Revoluton Arts has helped
him grow as a performer and develop skills that will
set him up for life - whatever path he chooses.

A passion for the arts
I was seven years old when I first got involved in local
acting clubs and amateur dramatics societies. After
studying drama at school, I trained at East 15 Acting
School and the Identity School of Acting.
Like many actors and creatives though, I’ve had to
diversify and learn skills that not only support me
financially, but support my creativity too. The training
I’ve received from Revoluton Arts has definitely
broadened my horizons.
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I first got involved with Revoluton Arts in 2019 as part
of the People Power Passion project. The team needed
volunteer performers for Justice 39 so I came on board
as an actor and helped both develop and perform in a
play. I then started to attend their open mic nights and,
when lockdown hit, Revoluton offered me work hosting
Zoom calls for their digital programme.
This would form the foundation of my work as a Young
Digital Associate (YDA).
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New-found confidence

Although I was very lucky to have a retail job, my work
with Revoluton Arts helped break up my schedule and
give me different, more creative projects to be involved
with. It kept me feeling like I was learning and moving
forward at a time when the arts industries had all but
ground to a halt.

The YDA work is challenging at times, but I really enjoy
the pressure of it - especially with livestreamed events,
where you have to be super alert to what might go
wrong and know exactly what everyone else is doing at
all times.

The digital programme was quite different to things I’d
done before, and I must say - especially as an actor - it
was great to have an organisation come to me about
work! Like most people in the creative industries, I
usually feel like I’m constantly chasing creative work, so
it meant a lot that Revoluton reached out to me with the
opportunity.
It also meant I got to see and meet so many different
people from loads of creative disciplines like dancers
and writers and musicians and I was involved in new
commissions, plays and workshops.

“It definitely kept me feeling
connected to arts communities at a
time when it would have been very
easy to feel distanced from them. ”
TIARNAN

I think it gave me real confidence in my leadership and
problem-solving abilities. I’ve probably held myself back
a bit from leadership roles in the past - call it self-doubt
or imposter syndrome - but since the YDA programme
I’ve put myself forward far more than I would have done
before.

Proudest moment?
I’d say I’m most proud of the Digital Imaging Technician
work I did. Every day at the end of a film shoot, a DIT
takes all the footage, backs it up and then clips out the
best bits for the director to work with - and I learnt how
to do this for our digital programme.
Revoluton Arts set up a training session with Kwame
LeStrade, Creative Director who taught me how to use
a very niche piece of software and I clipped up about 16
hours of video. It was a mammoth task and I had to work
to a tight deadline but I was pleased to get to grips with
another piece of software and it’s also given me better
insight into the film industry.

What’s next?

New skills
Acting’s always been my first love but going forward I
think writing will take on a much bigger role and give me
more creative possibilities. The skills I’ve developed with
Revoluton Arts and the home setup I now have support
my creative work too. I can now do audio plays and
voiceovers and I definitely know my way around Zoom
more than most.
I actually didn’t realise just how useful my training would
be - or how much people struggle with Zoom and online
events. Last month I ended up running the tech side of a
play, because I had that strong foundation as a YDA.

As the end of lockdown (hopefully) looms and I face a bit
of a fork in the road, I’m really grateful to have so many
more options than I would have had just 18 months
ago. Not only have Revoluton Arts provided training and
professional development, they also offer support when
it comes to job opportunities and references.

“While acting and writing are my
passions, if lockdown has taught me
anything, it’s to never stop learning
skills and new ways to be creative.”
TIARNAN
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